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Product Overview  

Parcel locker technology is designed with the last mile delivery in mind. 

Apart from this, parcel lockers are used for storage when necessary in 

schools, hotels and entertainment parks among others.  

Each locker is made of cold rolled galvanized steel, powder coated and 

electrostatically spray painted to render it rust proof.  

Each set of lockers is configured with different size lockers to fit into the 

space set aside for the locker installation. To mitigate costs, normally 

standard size lockers supplied by JME are recommended to configure the 

set. 

The locker set is controlled by an industrial PC and Locker Management 

Software (LMS), which are supplied as a package.  

There is a control kiosk unit which houses an interactive monitor for 

authorization to open and close the locker. Authorization methods supplied 

by JME include PIN, facial recognition, finger vein, RFID and barcode. 

If decoration is required on the lockers, decals can be designed and pasted 

on the locker surface to blend with the environment.  

 

 

Typical Applications 

 E-commerce 

 Courier business 

 Housing estates  

 Schools 

 Community clubs 

 Hotels 

 Entertainment parks 

 Laundry drop off and 

pickup   

Several colors are available for the lockers. A set of lockers can be 

configured to mix and match locker colors, if there is a preference. The 

choice of colors will be from JME’s standard color lockers. 

Actual colors may differ slightly from picture 
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Parcel Lockers 

Product Dimensions 

                                       

  

Model Width (mm) Depth (mm) Height (mm) 

Kiosk 550 500 2050 

A-F02 460 500 2050 

A-F06 460 500 2050 

A-F09 460 500 2050 

A-FLC06 450 530 2029 

A-FLC10 990 560 1900 

 

Different types of hasps and locks 

 Some of the lockers are supplied with locks already built-in while others are installed with the hasp to     

hold the padlock. The type of lock to install is dependent on the customer’s preference. 

 

Kiosk   A-F02   A-F06  A-F09  A-FLC06  A-FLC10 

 

This is not an exhaustive list of locker 

models but the common sizes used by 

customers. There are other sizes. The 

model to use will depend on locker 

numbers and installation space 

constraint 


